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Front

I bought a white plain t-shirt with short sleeves and a medium-size one. On top of the t-shirt on

the left, I wrote my name Kaynait Rosie Zafar in my first language called Urdu. I used colors

green, red, and blue for my name. Kaynait stands for the universe, Rosie stands for roses, and

Zafar stands for victory. The colors relate to the meaning of each name. Under my name, I wrote

a popular quote saying “Fashion for Passion” because fashion is a part of me and I live for

fashion like it’s my passion. The word Islam plays a major role in my life and my religion. I was

born being a Muslim person who grew up believing in Islam and was taught everything about

Islam. Islam represents peace and love. I am very proud to be a Muslim and I love the meaning

of Islam and the culture of it. On the top of the shirt on the right, I drew my country map shape

and the flag and colored it in my flag colors green and white. The green represents the Muslim

majority in Pakistan and the white stripe represents the various religious minorities. The crescent

represents progress and the five-pointed star represents light and knowledge. The flag

symbolizes Pakistan's commitment to Islam and the rights of religious minorities. I was born in

Pakistan and raised there till I turned 5 years old and then moved to the United States. The sun

stands for my favorite month of summer because my birthday comes in that season. My favorite

fast food is pizza and I just can’t live without it. On the bottom of the t-shirt on the left, I drew a

model wearing a desi wedding garment. I want to design and sew my cultural-based clothing and

products. I wrote fashion designing next to it to show that’s my future career. On the bottom

border, there is a quote saying “You never fall until you stop trying.” I chose this quote because

in life you should never give up quickly and should keep trying to reach your goal. I have always

been taught by my parents that in life always move forward and never give up. That has been my

life lesson since today, I have never stopped trying to achieve my goal. On the bottom of the

t-shirt on the right, I drew roses because they are my favorite flowers. On the sleeves, I drew

stars because we should never stop wishing.

Back

The back of the t-shirt on the top shows a drawing of a family with a quote saying “when we

have each other, we have everything. Family is really important to me and I love and can’t live



without my family. Whatever life goals and achievements I earned it’s because of my family's

support and their blessing. My family completes me and they will always be the reason for my

success. My parents are my world and because of them, I came to this world. They are the reason

why I’m capable of doing what I can today. On the sleeves, I drew stars to guide us to our

dreams.


